CSI Coreless Winder Model 825

Our redesigned Coreless Winder includes a variety of standard features and new options to increase the ease of use, accuracy and effectiveness. Color multilingual touch screen simplifies set-up and daily operation. Servo technology reduces overall cycle time, resulting in improved line speeds and increased machine profitability. Expanded safety features, such as front and rear photo eye curtains and oversize roll shutdown, significantly reduce operator risks while operating the machine.

Features & Specifications

**Standard Features:**
- 6” Color, multilingual touch-screen
- Bosch-Rexroth servo control platform
- Pneumatically controlled
- Photo beam safety at accumulator entrance
- Missing perforation/transfer alarm
- Impending transfer alarm
- Oversize roll – safety shutdown
- CSI’s Web Catcher™ feature
- Tapered winding spindles

**Specifications:**
- Layflat range: 3” to 15” (20” and 25” optional)
- Speed range: up to 400FPM
- Max roll diameter: 8.5” (14” optional)
- Max. cycles per min: 18CPM
- Accumulator control: adjustable – air
- Interface: 6” color touch
- Power: 240 or 480VAC 3Ph
- Warranty: 1 year or manufacturer’s warranty on components
- Footprint: 52”x50”x68”

**Optional Features & Equipment:**
- In-feed torque nip roll assembly
- Multilingual language screen
- Heavy duty perforated sheet attachment
- Finished roll catch tray
- Secondary gripper

Search www.CSI-Parts.com to order replacement parts

Questions? Call 847.519.0232